
 

 

XL Lock Tech Sheet 
 

XL is available in a range of lock configurations and can be used with either one piece or individual keep sets. 
The XL’s attractive silver finish is also corrosion resistant to neutral salt spray in excess of BSEN1670 Grade 4, 

giving peace of mind to hard pressed fabricators and consumers. 
 

Various 3 hook XL lock centres are available, with either 2 or 4 roller compression cams. 
 

Other locks available include XLSL slave lock, XL4R centre hook, latch and 4 roller or XL2R2M centre hook, latch, 
2 rollers and 2 mushroom cams. 
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One piece or individual keeps 

Three opposing steel hooks and 
two steel anti lift bolts 

Two or four roller cams 

Easily reversible latch as standard 

Dual, single or split spindle 
options 

Extendable top and bottom as 
standard 

Latch hold back snib on lock 
faceplate 

Technical Data 

Corrosion  Resistance 
BSEN1670 Grade 4 (240 hours) 

Cyclic Operation 
Cycles Tested to 200,000 cycles 
 

Materials 

Top and Bottom Hook 
Chrome plated A3 hardened cast steel 

Anti Lift Bolts 
Chrome plated A3 hardened cast steel 

Centre Hook 
Dacromet coated A3 sintered steel 

Faceplate and Gearbox 
Mild steel, zinc and clear passivated 

Roller Cams 
Mild steel, zinc and clear passivated 

 
For maximum security the XL Lock  
can be used with the Kinetica 3 star  
BSI Kitemarked TS007 cylinder. 

 

For use on PVCu doors 

PAS2424 tested 



 

 

XL Lock Tech Sheet 
 
 

The XL was designed from the outset to offer maximum security and reliability. XL features three hooks, two 
steel anti lift bolts and the option of either two or four roller cams for compression and smooth operation. Every 

XL lock is extendable top and bottom for maximum flexibility and combined with Fullex high security shoot 
bolts, the XL French door system is fully capable of meeting PAS24 requirements. The XL 3 hook also forms the 

heart of the CE marked XL Exodus Panic exit system and utilises the same lock preparation. 
 
518mm Centres: 
Faceplate = 2200mm x 16mm (Silver Passivated)

 

650mm Centres: 
Faceplate = 2200mm x 16mm (Silver Passivated)

 
 
650mm Centres: 
Faceplate = 2200mm x 16mm (Silver Passivated) 

 

XL Slave Lock: 
Faceplate = 2200mm x 16mm (Silver Passivated) 

 

 


